
  



  

JOCHEN VOGEL - TICKETS 10 EURO INCL 2 CONSUMPTIES -

donderdag 5 maart om 20.00 uur in de Theesalon 
Harp, Voice& Weissenborn-Guitar celtic, contemporary, traditional, jazz, sensual, ancient, 
original, song, folk, classical, vibrations, passion, lively, profound, orientalisms, dreaming.....

Jochen Vogel is one of the pioneers playing the ancient Irish metal-strung harp cláirseach 
(pronounced “Klarshach”). An instrument extinct for almost 200 years and going through 
an unexpected renaissance during the last 40 years. Unlike most other metal harp players, 
he focuses less on the historical repertoire, but tries to establish the ancient instrument in 
today’s settings. Known for his expressive style of playing, Jochen’s music is innovative and 
modern. He enjoys exploring new sounds on his harp such as lever changing, muffling, note 
bending and using vibrato to develop a distinctively personal musical language, which he 
uses both in instrumental music and song. 

On stage and on recordings he has worked with the likes of Tato Gomez, Charlie Mariano, 
Thijs van Leer or even Fischer Z. He currently focuses on playing solo and with The Bird-
House, the duo with his life partner and fellowharpist Katja Hütte. 

Recently songs and tunes on the Weissenborn-Guitar have found their way into Jochen’s 
performances and add yet another down-to-earth flavour to his already vast repertoire of 
sound Jochen Vogel’s solo-program is permanently developping and sums up his musical 
experience: from the ancient tradition via Bach and  
Gershwin to The Beatles or Jimi Hendrix. You will 
hear a lot of familiar sounds and original 
compositions and improvisations, that keep  
expanding the boundaries of a historical 
instrument without ever failing to  
deeply touch the listener.

www.jochen-vogel.de
www.facebook.com/modernclairseach
www.youtube.com/user/JochenVogel
soundcloud.com/jochen-vogel
E: Jogelvogel@yahoo.de
T: +49-6422-8971668

Jochen Vogel is one of  the pioneers playing the ancient Irish metal-strung harp
cláirseach  (pronounced  “Klarshach”).  An  instrument  extinct  for  almost  200
years and going through an unexpected renaissance during the last 40 years.
Unlike most other metal harp players, he focuses less on the historical reper-
toire, but tries to establish the ancient instrument in today's settings. Known for
his expressive style of  playing,  Jochen’s music is  innovative and modern. He
enjoys exploring new sounds on his harp such as lever changing, muffling, note
bending and using vibrato to develop a distinctively personal musical language,
which he uses both in instrumental music and song. 
On stage and on recordings  he has  worked with  the likes  of  Tato Gomez,
Charlie Mariano, Thijs van Leer or even Fischer Z. He currently focuses on
playing solo and with The BirdHouse, the duo with his life partner and fellow-
harpist Katja Hütte.
Recently songs and tunes on the Weissenborn-Guitar have found their way into
Jochen's performances and add yet another down-to-earth flavour to his already
vast repertoire of  sound
Jochen  Vogel's  solo-program  is  permanently  developping  and  sums  up  his
musical experience: from the ancient tradition via Bach and Gershwin to The
Beatles or Jimi Hendrix. You will hear a lot of  familiar sounds and original com-
positions and improvisations, that keep expanding the boundaries of  a historical
instrument without ever failing to deeply touch the listener.  


